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The Mediterranean Water Tongue and lts Chloroftuoromethane Signal 
in the lberian Basin in Early Summer 1989 
H.-H. HINRICHSEN, M. RHEIN, R. H. KÄSE, AND W. ZENK 
ln.Hitut fiir Meereskunde an der Universität Kiel, Kiel, Germany 
Hydrographie Observations from the lberian Basin demoostrate the variability of water masses in 
upper and intermediate layers. The surveyed area embraces the internal front between water masses 
from higher latitudes and the Mediterranean outflow, exhibits several isolated Mediterranean eddy 
(meddy) structures at middepth, and displays the virtual source region for the Mediterranean Water 
(MW) tongue off the Portuguese continental slope. The description is enhanced by additional 
chlorofluoromethane measurements, which show anomalously high concentrations at middepth, due 
to mixing of MW with the overlying Atlantic waters in the Gulf of Cadiz. The geostrophic stream 
function shows several meddylike features that not only are remarkably extended in the depth range 
of the MW, but are also correlated with surface height anomalies. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
It is weil established that the region west of the Portuguese 
continental slope hosts a significant warm and salty water 
reservoir, necessary for the permanent existence of the 
Mediterranean Water (MW) in the North Atlantic. This 
water mass represents a mixture of outflowing Gibraltar 
water, North Atlantic Centrat Water, and North Atlantic 
Deep Water. After entering the Gulf of Cadiz, MW propa-
gates westward as an undercurrent or contour current fol-
lowing miscellaneous topographic features such as the sub-
shclf regions south of the Algarve coastline in the Gulf of 
Cadiz. Further downstream the undercurrent penetrates 
through distinct channels deeper down to its equilibrium 
depth bctween 500 and 1500 m. From there on, two stacked 
outflow cores follow a complex spreading pattern on two 
preferred density Ievels [Ambarand Howe, 1979; Rhdn and 
llinrichsen, 1993]; the transient existence of a third shal-
lower core was detected between 400 and 700 m [Amhar, 
1983]. The MW in the northeastem Atlantic is generally 
parametcrized as a large-scalc tongue of intermediate water, 
balanced by a constant ratio of slow advection and turbulent 
diffusion [Riclzardson and Mooney, 1975]. 
Observational results and a nurnber of theoretical studies 
from thc past 10 years have revealed the frequent existence 
ofhighly energetic intrathermocline vortices, called meddies 
[Riclwrd.wn et al., 1991]. These self-contained, slowly drift-
ing eddies preserve their original heat and salt content 
together with their potential vorticity over hundreds of 
kilometers [Armi et al., 1989]. Several areas for meddy 
generation have been suggested in the past. Among them are 
the Gulf of Cadiz [Prater and Sariford, 1990; Rhein and 
1/inrichsen, 1993] and the deep Iberian Basin midway be-
tween the Azores and the continental slope of Portugal 
[Käse et al., 1989]. 
The latter regionwas subject to an intensive hydrographic 
survey from board of R/V Poseidon in early summer 1989. 
Among the aims of this Poseidon 159 cruise were a synoptic 
conductivity-tempcrature-depth (CTD) survey, enhanced by 
oxygen and chloroftuoromethane (CFM, cornpounds Fll 
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and Fl2) samples, of the eastern Iberian Basin with its 
reservoir of highly saline MW, and the deployment of 
underwater sound sources as the base for future Lagrangian 
current Observations within the MW tongue. The grid was 
refined whcre features like meddies or meanders were en-
countered at the periphery of the inner region (core salinity 
>36.2 psu) of MW. We have obtained a quasi-synoptic 
hydrographic survey containing 99 CTD stations, including a 
reasonable coverage of discrete oxygen and CFM samples 
from 63 stations (Figure 1). The total survey Iasted from May 
24 to June 20, 1989. 
After the discussion of methods we present a series of 
characteristic parameter distributions on a cross section 
between the northwestern Corner of the survey area and the 
source region of MW ofT southwcstern Portugal. The char-
acteristics of the CFM data follow next. Horizontal charts 
and averaged vertical proflies are used to distinguish be-
tween characteristic water masses and their specific proper-
lies. 
2. METHODS AND DATA SETS 
While acquisition and reduction of CTD data were identi-
cal with those from the 1988 campaign of RIV Poseidon in 
the same region [Käse et al., 1989], in 1989 we were able to 
collect CFM data from the MW tongue in the Iberian Basin. 
Two CFM compounds, Fll and F12, were measured, fol-
lowing basically the procedures described by Bullister and 
Weiss [19881: about 30 mL of water are transferred from 
precleancd Niskin bottlcs to a purge and trap system. The 
two components Fll and F12 are then separated and de-
tected with gas chromatography electron capture detection 
techniques. Frorn the beginning the system showed a de-
creasing Fli blank, starting from station 531 with Fil ~ 0.13 
pmollkg and getting <0.02 pmol/kg at Station 563. The blank 
has been determined at least twice for each station and 
subtracted from the mcasured concentrations. A necessary 
change of a connection unit in the purge and trap systern Iead 
to a permanent Fi2 blank of 0.07 ;: 0.04 pmol/kg which 
could not be removed. The poor reproducibility of ±0.04 
pmoVkg for Fll of the seawater measurements was caused 
not only by the unusually high blanks, but also by probiems 
in integrating the peaks due to erratic variations in the 
baseline ofthe chromatographs. These difficulties were more 
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Fig. I. Cruise track of hydrographic survey RIV Poseidon 159, 
legs I and 2, May-June 1989, showing CTD stations (dots). 
severe for Fl2; therefore we restriet ourselves to a discus-
sion of Fll data only. Owing to cooling problems of the purge 
and tmp system, a number of Stations near the continental shelf 
are missing. Some others had to be skipped because of too 
short time lags between sequentiat casts. The gas standard 
used was calibrated absolutely by John Bullister (Pacific Ma-
rine Envlronmental Laboratory, Seattte, Washington) against 
the Scripps Institute of Oceanogmphy scalc. 
The CFMs Fll and Fl2 are suitable tracers to study water 
mass formation and circulation up to decadat time scates for 
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several reasons: They have no natural sources and they are 
inert in the troposphere and the ocean. They are transported 
into the ocean's interior by deep water formation. The 
increasing Fll/Fl2 ratio prior to CFM regulations in the 
mid-1970s has been used as a tool to determine the "age" of 
a water mass, i.e., the time since it left the surface [Weiss et 
al., 19851. In addition, water recently in contact with the air 
contains significant Ievels of CFMs due to high present-day 
CFM concentrations. The Ievel of a water mass away from 
the surface can be a measure of its Ventilation rate [Bullister 
and Weiss, 1983; Rhein, 1991]. In contrast to water masses 
ventilated by convection, the MW tongue in the Atlantic 
obtains most of its CFM signal in the Gulf of Cadiz by 
entrainment of overlying CFM-rich North Atlantic Centrat 
Water {Rhein and Hinrichsen, 1993]. These quasi-persistent 
admixture obscures any age information. CFM measure-
ments in the Alboran Sea and in thc Gulf of Cadiz exhibit 
similar FII/FI2 ratios for Gibraltar Waterand North Atlan-
tic Centrat Water, so CFM concentrations in the undercur-
rent are highly dcpendant on the depth region of North 
Atlantic Centrat Water which was mixed with MW. 
3. CHARACTERISTIC HYDROGRAPHIC SECTIONS 
Figure 2 displays synoptic views of the heterogenity of 
water masses, which are representative for the upper and 
intermediate layers of the Iberian Basin. For the Cross 
sections of potential temperaturc, salinity, oxygen, and Fll 
(Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d, respcctively), we have chosen 
a section composed of stations connecting the northwestem 
side of our surveyed area (Figure I) with its southeastem 
corner off southwestern Portugal. It was selected because 
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Fig. 2. Hydrographie sections across the lberian ßasin: (a) potential temperature, (b) salinity, (c) oxygen, and (d) 
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this section (I) nearly perpendicularly cuts the internal front 
between waters from higher latitude. i.e., Labrador Sea and 
MW (hereinafter LM front). (2) includes a prominent warm 
and salty feature, called meddy A, and (3) resolves struc-
tures off the Portuguese continental slope representing a 
source for the spreading of the MW tongue. 
At station 586 the southeastern parts of Figures 2a 
through 2c contain a change in direction of about 90° which 
allows for a better resolution of the temperature, salinity, 
and oxygen stratification on the southern slope of the Tejo 
Plateau. As a result of the mentioned technical problems, no 
simultaneaus Fll data are available from this southern end 
of our cross-basin section. Instead, we have chosen a 
slightly different section for CFM (Figure 2d). The eastern-
most CFM station (station 585) lies only about 60 km south 
of station 531 on the continental slope (compare Figures I 
and 2). The low surface temperatures (<17oC) otT Portugal 
on the right sides of Figure 2a may be easily explained by 
upwelling processes which are confirmed by lower salinities 
(36.0 psu) on the continental slope (Figure 2h). Highest 
surface temperatures and salinities occur at the southern-
most station531 (0> !8°C, S > 36.2 psu), which apparently 
resembles more subtropical conditions found in the Canary 
Basin. Toward the southeast, oxygen (Figure 2c) shows a 
systematic decrease in surface waters from >5.8 to 5.4 mUL, 
while Fll (Figure 2d) disp!ays the opposite trend in the upper 
water column, increasing from 2.2 to 2.7 pmoL'kg. The fonncr 
could bc caused by decreasing solubility and higher biological 
activity near the continental shelf. The high CFM values here 
could bc influenced by higher atmospheric CFM concentra-
tions compared with open ocean conditions. 
Thcrmocline waters at intermediate depth in generat are 
characterized by a uniform decrease with depth in tempera-
ture, salinity, oxygen, and Fll values. Down to the 500- to 
600-dbar range, highly correlated temperature and salinity 
gradients reflect the presence of Eastern North Atlantic 
Central Water [Emery and Meincke, 1986]. Horizontal gra-
dients at thc northwestern side indicate some admixtures of 
frcshly ventilated Subpolar Mode Water, weil rcflected by 
higher oxygen (Figure 2c), less stratified F!! values (Figurc 
2d), and low potential vorticity values (not shown) in the 
300-dbar range. The salinity minimum araund 400 dbar 
represcnts the upper boundary of the MW tongue occupying 
the water column down to about 1400 dbar. 
Thc LM front is seen in the northwest between stations 
549 and 551, separating thermally more stratified waters 
from ncarly homothermal waters further east. ßoth water 
masses represent the background field for salty intrathermo-
cline eddics in the respective region, demonstrated in case of 
Figure 2 by the warm meddy A at station 605. In the given 
example we recognize that temperature (> 11.0°C) and Fll 
(> 1.25 pmoVkg) signals are particularly weil expressed in the 
700-dbar Ievel, while salinity has its intermediate maximum 
(>36.4 psu) at 1200 dbar. The slope water area, northeast (in 
case of Fll east) of station 532 (585) is occupied by inter-
leaving water masses, which in addition show the well-
documcnted separation into an upper (Mu) and a lower (MI) 
core of MW (Figure 3}. Only here near thc continental slope 
we find in the upper core the characteristic high oxygen and 
Fll content, which both indicate recent and enhanced mixing 
with upper North Atlantic Centml Water [Rhein and llin-
richsen, 1993]. The mixing path can be traced backward toward 
Cape Sä:o Vicentc and further east toward the Gulf of Cadiz. 
SALINITY 
Fig. 3. Averaged 8/S diagram of the slope water area (stations 
526-532). 
Layers underneath the MW Ievel are of Jess interest here. 
The water column is occupied by colder ( <SOC) and fresher 
(<35.2 psu) North Atlantic Deep Water, which is poorin Fll 
(<0.5 pmoVkg) and weil oxygenated (>5.6 ml/1). This oxy-
gen Ievel is idcntical with near surface values. 
4. HYDROGRAPHY OF MEDDIES AND TIIE 
BACKGROUND fiElD 
In the following the characteristics of background regions 
with minor MW inftuence (station 548, northwestern corner) 
are compared with property distributions inside two mcd-
dies, called A and B. In addition, we discuss the source 
region near the southeastern lberian shelf where we expect 
the reservoir of MW (station 585). 
Apparently, the MW tongue plays an important role in 
determining the CFM tracer field in thc Iberian Basin (Fig-
ures 4a and 4h). Vertical Fll profiles (Figure 4a) show 
largest differences in the depth range between 500 and 1400 
dbar. The intermediate Fll maximum is most prominent 
near the southeastern Iberian shelf around 800 dbar (station 
585) followed by the Fll signal of the warm meddy A 
(station 605). Although meddics A and B exhibit about the 
same salinities (Figure 4b), B (station 555) is significantly 
colder and poorer in Fll compared with meddy A. The two 
stacked MW cores present near the Iberian shclf (Figure 3) 
exhibit Fll concentrations of 1.66 pmol/kg (800 dbar, Mu) 
and 1.1 pmol/kg (11 00-1400 dbar, MI). The origin of the high 
Fit concentrations in the MW tongue was studied by Rhein 
and Jlinrichsen [1993]; they showed that rnixing of outflow-
ing Gibraltar water with overlying North Atlantic Central 
Water from depth >200 dbar in the Gulf of Cadiz is mainly 
responsible for the observed Fll profiles. The temperature, 
salinity, and Fll data in thc Gulf of Cadiz are positively 
correlated within the MW tongue. Admixture of North 
Atlantic Centrat Water from different depths into Gibraltar 
water provides the high er F II and relatively lower salinity 
signature of Mu. The higher Fll concentrations below the 
salinity maximum of the background station 548 typical for 
the region west of 15oW show a greatcr influence of recently 
venti1ated Subpolar Mode Water W < 8 < ?SC). 
5. MEAN PROPERTY DISTRIBUTION 
AND lrs CLASSIFICATION 
Next wc discuss spatially averaged O/F11, S/F11 and 0/S 
diagrams (Figures Sa, Sb, and 5c). The data shown have 




Fig. 4. (a) Fll profiles, (b) 8/S diagram, and (c) Fli/S dia-
grams for selecled hydrographic Stations 548 (solid triangles), 555 
(open triangles), 585 (solid circles), and 605 (open circles). Symbols 
represent data interpolated in 100-dbar steps. 
been eparated into three group . The first two repre e nt 
Stations east (dashed lines) and west (solid line ) of I5°W. 
The third group contain stations with an intermediate 
alinity-maximum > 36.25 psu, being representative for the 
highly saline Mediterranean core layer (dots). The contrast 
between the weslern and eastern part s emphasizes the 
significant difference of the MW influence in the Iberian 









Fig. 5 . Averaged parameters for stations east of 15•w (dashed 
lines), wes! of 15•w (solid line ) and for stations with intermediate 
salinity maxima > 36.25 psu (dots): (a) &'Fll diagrams. (b) SI F I I 
diagrams; and (c) 8/S diagrams. 
Basin. Owing to mixing and advection of Atlantic water the 
salinity maximum typically i reduced by 0.4-0.5 psu corre-
sponding to a decrea e of 0.4 pmoVkg in the F II concentra-
tion (Figure 5b). Thi al o points to further admixtu re of 
North Atlantic Deep Water to the MW in the temperature 
range 4°-9"C. The difference in the averaged 9/FII correla-
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tion between Stations with S > 36.25 psu and station east 
of I5°W is marginal. Fll concentrations between 0.8 and 1.8 
pmoUkg are found in the temperature region between II and 
11.5°C, which can characterize MW (lower Fll values) but 
also North Atlantic Centrat Water (higher Fll values). West 
of I5°W the presence of Subpolar Mode Water produces 
higher F II values [Pickart, 1992] for the temperature range 
below 9°C compared to the east of I5°W. 
6. H ORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Horizontal maps of ob erved parameters were con-
structed by an objective ana lysis routine, excluding the 
!wo-dimensional bilinear trend of the data. Generally, an 
isotropic covariance function with a correlation scale of 100 
km is used. It was assumed that the error variance amounts 
to 15% of the total variance of the field due to measurement 
errors and small scaJe noise. 
The horizontal distribution of the salinity maximum is 
presented in Figure 6a. lts depth rises from about 1400 m off 
the shelf to 900-1000 m in the west of the Observation area 
(Figure 6b). Gradients run mainly parallel to the lberian 
shelf, whcre salinity maxima exceeding 36.4 psu have been 
found. The highest Fll concentrations (> I pmollkg) on the 
salinity maxima surface have been measured in the south-
eastern corner near I2°W, 37.SON (Figure 6c) coincident 
with the highest salinity values. The two large positive sah 
anomalies (> 36.25 psu) located around 13° and l5°W at 40°N 
refer to meddies A and B described above. Depending on 
their different potential temperature, the warmer salt anom-
aly with higher temperatures is also prominent in Fit , 
whereas the colder one at 15•w exhibits no unique Fit 
feature and is embedded in the salty tongue extending 
toward the west. A tongue of Fll poor, relatively fresh 
water intrudes at about 1o•w from the north toward the 
shelf, and the F II minimum at about 39°N, 13°W, corre-
sponds to a fresh tongue intruding from the northwest. 
The LM front in the west is weil documented in the 
salinity distribution by sharp northeast- outhwest oriented 
gradients. This front can be identified by the 36.0 psu 
contour line separating the high-salinity MW in the east from 
the inftuence of Subpolar Mode Water in the west. Although 
related to shaUower layer it coincides very weil with sharp 
horizontal gradients of salinity as weil as with the potential 
vorticity distribution [Talley and McCartney, 1982] related 
to the spreading of Labrador Sea Water. 
The background field with less inftucnce of MW in the 
west exhibits Fll values around 0.6 pmollkg. The Fll 
maximum at 390JO'N and 180W is obviou ly too high and not 
correlated with salinity and/or temperature. It relates to 
measurements of only that station (station 542), but from the 
analytical point of view the data could not be rejected. 
Figure 7 displays the horizontal radial speed distribution 
on a cross section through meddy A centered at approxi-
mately 130 km. The inner part with its ign change between 
kilometers 100 and 160 resembles strongly a solid body 
rotation which recently has been documented by Pegasus 
proflies in the Canary Basin [Sclw/tz-Tokos and Rossby , 
1991]. Typical azimuthat velocities in the MW Ievei are of 
the order of 10-20 crn/s. It is noteworthy that there exist 
velocity maxima at middepth olely connected with anticy-
clonic features. The term "meddy," first introduced by 
McDowe/1 and Rossby [1978] , is not uniquely defined. Usu-
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Fig. 6. Objective analysis of (a) the salinity maximum between 
500 and 1500 dbar, (b) the depth of the salinity maximum; and (c) 
the Fit distribution on the salinity maximum Ievel. 
ally , meddie are long-lived submesoscale vortices 
[McWilliams, 1985]. However, in a recent study ofhistorical 
data, Richardson et a/. [ 1991] regard salinity anomalies 
greater than a local threshold value as potential meddies. 
The geostrophic stream function (es entially the dynamic 
topography weighted inver ely with the Coriolis parameter) 
for a near-surface layer and the MW Ievei i shown in Figure 
8. lt is remarkable that even with a reference Ievel of 2000 
dbar, the dynamic signals of the ob erved MW eddies reach 









Fig. 7. Cross section of the azimuthat geostrophic velocity in 
the Meduerranean Water level through meddy A (o, outer edge; 
c , center). 
the surface. Meddie can be related to po itive altimeter 
anomalie in the urface topography [Stammeret a/., 1991]. 
In Plate I we show thc three-dimensional distribution of 
water with alinity > 36.15 p u at middepth in the Iberian 
Ba in . lt was estimated by an objective analy is method 
from our qua i-synoptic data et. Although the choice of the 
particular alinity surface is rather ubjective, we believe 
that it is adequate for our purpo e here. The graph repre-
sent a box of 1000-m thickness downward from 500-m depth 
situated just west of the continental slope. The reader Iooks 
we tward from an imaginary platform in pace over central 
Portugal. The hading of the alinity structure is cau ed by 
a n imaginary ''light source" illuminating from the west. The 
front ection at the lower edge of Plate I enables a view into 
the undercurrent. We recognize a continuous band of salty 
water connecting the outhern edge (Cape Säo Vicente) of 
Portugal with it waters off Costa Verde in the north. The 
)arge thicknes outh of the River Tejo mouth implies the 
"conge tion" of MW outh ofthe Tejo Plateau (offshore the 
continental shelf around 38°N. Meddies A and 8 , shown as 
high rising clu ter , might have been generated by thi 
topographic ob tacle. Similar high-salinity isolated truc-
tures have been observed in the same region in 1988 [Käse e t 
al., 1989]. Obviously, the Tejo Plateau erve as a barrier for 
the northward propagating MW undercurrent. Therefore 
low- alinity Subpolar Mode Water could be advected into 
the northwestern corner of the Observation area. 
7. SuMMARY AND CoNCLUSJONS 
Variability of water masses within the lberian Ba in is 
documented by hydrographic ob ervations, enhanced by 
CFM and oxygen measurements. The surveyed area reveals 
the existence of an internal front between water mas e from 
higher latitude and the Mediterranean Water outflow and 
furthermore the Portuguese continental slope as source 
region for the preading of the Mediterranean Water tongue. 
MW in the Gulf of Cadiz is separated in two intermediate 
salty and warm cores corresponding to their equilibrium 
layers near Cape Säo Vicente, i.e., 700-900 m for Mu and 
around 1200 m for MI. Comparisons of property correlations 
for both cores al o provide strong splitting into these fea-
tures within the Iberian Basin but are most pronounced near 
the shelf [Zenk and Armi, 1990], where unfortunately not 
many CFM measurements exist. The upper core depo its 
high amounts in oxygen and F II , which indicates enhanced 
mixing with the upper North Atlantic Central Water. The 
path of the mixing line could be traced back to Cape Säo 
Vicente and potentially into the Gulf of Cadiz, which con-
firms the representation of a continuous Mediterranean 
Water flow along the Iberian helf break [Am bar and Howe, 
1979; Zenk, 1975]. 
By means of an eddy-resolving grid in the central lberian 
Basin we identified and confirmed the dominance of two 
me o cale subsurface eddie . 8oth meddies exhibit about 
the same salinity, but differ strongly in tempera ture and F II 
concentrations. Mixing of overlying North Atlantic Central 
Water from different depths i mainly responsible for the e 
discrepancies. Higher Fll concentrations underneath the 
depth of the salinity maximum of the " background station " 
further we t typically corre pond to the greater influence of 
the recently ventilated Subpolar Mode Water. Typical aver-
aged vertical profiles and horizontal maps show the divi ion 
between everal characteri tic water mas e , coincident 
with the LM front, separating Mediterranean from Subpolar 
Mode Water, located around I5°W. 
Horizontal and vertical temperature and salinity di tribu-
0 DISTANCE !km) 600 
Fig. 8. Initial field of the geostrophic stream function (square 
meters per second): (a) urface layer and (b) MW layer (1200 dbar). 
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Plate I. Three-dimensional representation of salinity (> 36. 15 psu) in the MW Ievel in the lberian Basin. The 
viewpoint is located above the Portuguese coastline. 
tions in the Mediterranean Water Ievei reOect the dynamical 
activity of wate r mass differences determined by meddics 
and advection . They typically Iead to geostrophic velocity 
maxima of 1 ~20 cm/s apparent only in combination with 
anticyclonic vortice . 
These Observations a weil as numerical imulation sug-
gest [Mc Williams and Gent, 1986; Beckmann and Käse, 
1989] that meddies o riginale from instability of the Mediter-
ra nean undercurrent at the continental lope [Käse et a/., 
1989], po s ibly triggered a nd e nha nced by the irregularitie 
at middepth of the bottom topography, i.e ., canyons near 
Cape Säo Vicente or the Tejo Plateau . 
The generaJ tendency of meddy movement suggests that 
meddies originate at the continentaJ slope. As is shown in the 
three-dimensional view of the salinity (Plate I) it could be 
possible that the irregularity of the ea te rn bounda ry con-
nected with the Tejo Plateau might trigger a detachment of 
meande rs of the northward flowing Mediterranean Water 
plumc. Also the sharp bc nd of the coastline near Cape Sao 
Vicente i ~ a likcly agent in supplying the nece ary pertur-
bation energy [Prater and Sanford, 1990]. 
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